










































































2014 PHYSICS l�XMd 6 

Question 2 (11 murks) 

Jo and Sam are conducting an experiment using a mass attached to a spring. The spring has tm unstretched 
length of 40 cm. The situation is shown in Figure 3u. 
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Figul"e 3c 

They begin their experiment by measuring tho spring constant of the spring by progressively adding 50 g 
masses lO it, as shown in Figure 3b. They measure the rnsullanl length of the spring with the mass stationary 
11nd r<;..--cord the following datu. 

Number of 50 g masses 0 I 2 

Length of spring 40cm 50cm 60cm 

a. Show thul the spring constant is equal to 5. 0 N m-1
. 

3 

70cm 

Jo and Sam now attach four 50 g masses to the spring and release it from its unstrelchcd position, which is a 
length of 40 cm. They allow the musses to oscillate freely, as shown in Figure 3c. 

b. Find the extension of the spring at the lowest point of its oscillation (when it is momentarily
stationary). lgnort,; frictional losse:-;. Show your reasoning.

10 

2 marks 

3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question 2 - continued 
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Jo and Sam measw·e the position of the four masses as they oscillate freely up and down, ns described 
previously. From this data, they plot graphs of the gravitational potential energy and spring potential energy. 
Their results are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figurc4 

Jo says their calculation must be wrong because the graphs should add to a constant amount, the total 
energy or the system. However, Sam says that the graphs are crnTect. 

c. Explain ,vhy Jo is incorrect. Your explanation should include the reason that the sp1ing potential 
energy and the gravitational potential energy do not add to a constant amount at each point. 

d. Calculate the maximum speed of the masses during the oscillation. Show your working.

2 marks 

4 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - continued 
TURNOVER 
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Question 4 (8 murks) 

Mary and Bob are riding in a car on a roller-coaster. The roller-com;ter is designed so that the riders will feel 
'weightless' at the top of the ride (point A). 

It can he assumed that the track is circular in shape at and near the points A and B. lbc radius of these 
circular path� at A and B is 20 m. This i.s shown in Figure 7. Ignore air rnsistancc and frictional forces . 
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Figure? 

a. Caicul!ite the minimum speed at which Mmy and Roh must he moving at point A for them to feel
weightless.

b. Explain why Mmy and Roh feel weightless at point A at this speed.

2 marks 

3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question 4 - continued 
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SECTION A- Core studies 

Instructions for Section A 

Answer all questions in this section in the spaces provided. Write using black or blue pen. 
Where au answer box has a unit printed in it, give your answer in that unit. 
You should take the value of g to be IO m ,-2• 
Where answer hoxes arc provided, write your final answer in the box. 
In questions wmth more than I mark, appropriate working should be shown. 
Unless otherwise indicated, diagrams are not to scale. 

Area of study - Motion in one and two dimensions 

Question l (7 marks) 
Block A, of mass 4.0 kg, is moving to the right at a speed of8.0 m s-1, as shown in Figure 1. ft collides with a
stationary block, B, of mass 8.0 kg, and rebounds lo the left. Its speed after the collision is 2.0 m s-1•

4.0 kg 8 0 m s-1 
W=±. 

8.0 kg 

I B I 

Figure 1 

a. Calculate the speed of block B after the collision.

b. Explain whether the collision is elastic or inelastic. Include some calculations in your answer.

2 marks 

2 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question 1 - continued 
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Question 3 (3 marks) 

A model car of mass 2.0 kg is on a track that is part of a vertical circle ofradius 4.0 m, as shown in 
Figure 3. At the lowest point, L, the car is moving at 6.0 m s-1• Ignore friction.

-- - _4-..9_1:r'.- --➔

L 

Figure 3 

a. Al lhc lowest point (L), draw the resultant force acting on the car as an an-ow allached to the car,
labelled FR .

4.0111 

L 

b. Calculate the magnitude orthc force exerted by the track on the car at its lowest point (L). Show your

1 mark 

working. 2 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies- continued 
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Question 5 (5 marks) 

A golfer hits a ball on a part of a golf course that is sloping downwards away from him, as shown in 
Figure 5. 

40 m s-_
1
.---r--

173 rn 

Figure 5 
not to scale 

The golfer hits the ball al a speed of 40 m s-1 and al an angle of 30° lo the horizontal. Ignore air resistance.

a. Calculate the maximum height, h, that the ball rises above its initial position.

b. The ball lands at a point al a horizontal distance of 173 m from the hilting-off point, as shown above.

Calculate the ve1tical drop, d, from the hitting-off point to the landing point, G.

/3 

2 marks 

3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - continued 
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Question 6 (8 marks) 

A mass of 2.0 kg is suspended from a spring, with spring constant le= 50 N m-1
, as shown in Figure 6. 

It is released from the unstretched position of the spring and falls a distance of 0.80 m. Take the zero of 
gravitational potential energy at its lowest point. 

0.40 ----· 

0.80 

T 

Figure 6 
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a. Calculate lhe change in gravitational potential energy as the mass moves from the lop position to the
lowest position.

h. Calculate the spring potential energy at its lowest point.

J 

c. Calculate lhe speed of the mass at its midpoint (maximum speed).

I mark 

2 marks 

3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question 6 - continued 
TURNOVER 
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d. Which one of the following graphs (A.-D.) best shows the acceleration of the mass as it goes from the
highest point to the lowest point? Take upwards as positive. Give a reason for your choice. 2 marks 
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C. 
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SECTION A- Core studies - continued 
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SECTION A- Core studies 

Instructions for Section A 

Answer all questions in this section in the spaces provided. Write using blue or black pen. 
Where an answer box has a unit printed in it, give your answer in that unit. 
You should take the value of gto be IO m s-2.
Where answer boxes are provided, write your final answer in the box. 
[n questions worth more than I mark, appropriate working should be shown. 
Unless otherwise indicated, the diagrams in this book are not drawn to scale. 

Area of study - Motion in one and two dimensions 

Qnestion l (11 marks) 
a. A train consists of an engine of mass 20 tonnes (20 000 kg) towing one wagon of mass IO tonnes

(IO 000 kg), as shown in Figure I.

coupling 
direction of motion �J]'J 

;��L0i O U 
Figure l 

The train accelerates from rest with a constant acceleration of0.10 m s-2
. 

Calculate the speed of the train after it has moved 20 m. Show your working. 

m s-1 I 

2 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question l - continued 
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b. The wagon has a frictional resistance of 2000 N.

Calculate the tension in the coupling between the engine and the wagon.

c. In another situation, the engine, of mass 20 tonnes and moving at 3.0 m s-1, collides with a stationmy
wagon of mass 10 tonnes and couples with it, as shown in Figure 2.

-

before the collision after the collision 

Figure 2 

Calculate the speed of the train (engine and wagon) after the collision. 

2 marks 

2 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question I - continued 

TURNOVER 
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Question 6 ( 6 marks) 

a. Explain the conditions for a satellite to be in a geostationary orbit (that is, stationary over a fixed point
on Earth's surface). There is no need to calculate the actual radius of the orbit. 3 marks 

b. Roger states that there are a number of situations on or near Earth's surface where a person may 'feel
weightless'.

Emily states that this is impossible. It is only possible to feel weightless in deep space where there is
no, or very little, gravitational force on a person.

Is Emily cotTect or incorrect? Explain your answer. 3 marks 

SECTION A-Core studies - continued 
TURNOVER 
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